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REFLOW TRACKER
… thermal profiling for the electronics industry

Due to continuing product improvements,
specifications are subject to change

without prior notice.

THE DATAPAQ GUARANTEE...
Each Datapaq system is supported with a full one year warranty. Complementing the warranty, we offer a yearly service and
recalibration contract, which includes free software updates and loan equipment for a guaranteed peace of mind.

DATA LOGGERS

DATA LOGGER PART NO. H(mm) W(mm) L(mm)
NUMBER OF 
CHANNELS

DQ1810 20 60 221 10

DQ1860 12 106 150 6

DQ1862 20 57 165 6

DQ1861 12 62 302 6

PART NO. H(mm) W(mm) L(mm) THERMAL DURATION DATA LOGGER

TB2061 28 88 258 7 mins at 280ºC DQ1810

TB2062 35 88 258 10 mins at 280ºC DQ1810

TB2064 20 133 210 6 mins at 280ºC DQ1860

TB2015 25 133 210 9 mins at 280ºC DQ1860

TB2065 29 133 210 10 mins at 280ºC DQ1860

TB2020 28 84 223 7 mins at 280ºC DQ1862

TB2021 35 84 223 10 mins at 280ºC DQ1862

TB2066 20 88 334 6 mins at 280ºC DQ1861

TB2067 25 88 334 8 mins at 280ºC DQ1861

TB2068 29 88 334 10 mins at 280ºC DQ1861

Datapaq manufactures a wide range of standard thermal barriers. Contact us with your process details so we can help you to select the correct barrier for your application.

THERMAL BARRIERS

Q18 based temperature profiling
systems can be specified with a radio
telemetry option. A custom designed,
harsh environment transmitter is fitted
inside the data logger and transmits
the readings in real time back to a
receiver connected via USB to a PC.

TELEMETRY SYSTEM OPTION
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Sampling Interval: 0.05 seconds to 10 minutes

Accuracy: ±0.5°C

Resolution: 0.1°C

Maximum internal operating temperature: 85°C

Temperature range: -200°C to 1,370°C

Memory: 18,000 readings per channel 

Data collection start: Start/stop buttons, time or temperature trigger

Battery: NiMH rechargable

Thermocouples: Type K



Employing the same insulation technology as
used in an aircraft’s ‘black box’, Datapaq

thermal barriers can withstand the harshest of
environments. The thermal barriers are

constructed from
microporous insulation

housed in a rugged
stainless steel casing. At

Datapaq we’ve
perfected our

thermal barrier
technology,

optimising the
barriers for size and weight,

while maintaining our reputation
for durability. Our long experience

in the industry has enabled us to design a
range of thermal barriers suitable for all

electronics assembly processes.

RAPID OVEN SETUP (ROS)
A modelling tool for calculating optimum oven recipes

ROS is the fastest way to set up
your reflow oven for new
assemblies without ever passing
them through the process.

This innovative system uses a Heat Transfer Sensor to
measure the heating effectiveness of your oven, and then
calculates the optimum oven settings for any assembly.

With ROS there is no more wasted time with trial and error
profiling. ROS ensures that you will get it right first time.

SYSTEM ENHANCEMENTS

Datapaq’s Insight analysis software is the most
comprehensive, yet easy to use software
available for the profiling of electronics assembly
processes.

Insight software combines ease of use provided
by Wizards with the capability to analyse the
oven profile in detail. All the critical profile
results are available on one easy-to-read screen
enabling you to verify your process instantly.

In addition to the standard graphing and
numerical analysis features, Insight also provides
the user with the ability to: 
•  Analyse the wave soldering process
• Conduct simple SPC (Statistical Process 

Control) calculations
• Predict temperature profiles using the in-built 

mathematical model
• Set alarm values for any part of the analysis
• Share profile data with a single click on the 

email button

SURVEYOR™
For frequent, accurate monitoring of your oven’s performance

Use Surveyor to spot trends in your oven’s performance and
avoid running the process out of specification.

The Surveyor consists of an
adjustable frame, fixed
temperature sensors and enhanced
SPC Surveyor analysis software. 

The enhanced software has been designed to
enable unskilled/semi-skilled operators to use the system, collecting
data for in-depth analysis by the process manager. 

Simple red/green indications for the operator indicate whether the
process is OK for continuing production or needs investigation.

WAVE SOLDER ANALYSIS KIT
For regular repeatable process monitoring

The Wave Solder Analysis Kit enables you to profile
PCB/component temperatures, or using
the pallet with its integral PCB
coupon monitor the process stability
and wave conditions. 

All the critical process parameters are
displayed in one easy to read table – the
wave and preheat data, as well as the temperature profile graph.

WHY A ‘DATAPAQ’
TEMPERATURE

PROFILING SYSTEM?

Datapaq’s ROS, Surveyor and the Wave Solder Analysis Kit are sold as
additions to the standard Reflow Tracker profiling system. Contact
Datapaq to receive additional details and ordering information.

Founded in 1984, Datapaq are today the
world leader for in-process
temperature measurement and
analysis systems, providing
manufacturing companies with
the information they need to set
up, monitor and record all the
thermal processes encountered
within the electronics assembly industry.

Datapaq’s profiling system travels through
the process enabling users to monitor
wave and reflow soldering processes as
well as vapour phase, selective soldering
and rework stations. 

Reflow Tracker from Datapaq combines
rugged construction with small size, ease
of use and full functionality to provide the
best solution for thermal process
profiling.

HOW CAN TEMPERATURE
PROFILING BE A BENEFIT?

• Compatible with Windows™ 2000 or above   • Pentium II processor 300MHz   • 128Mb RAM    

• 1024 x 768 display   • 50Mb free hard disk space    • USB port for logger communications

The Datapaq Q18 is the most reliable, rugged, temperature data logger
available and utilises the latest in electronic technology to ensure the
optimal size/performance balance is achieved.

The Q18 will take readings from up to 10 thermocouples at a
faster speed, finer resolution and greater accuracy than has

previously ever been available in the
temperature profiling industry.

The profile data is communicated to
a PC in seconds using a direct USB
connection. Alternatively, the Q18

can be specified with a ‘built into the logger’ harsh
environment radio telemetry system, enabling you
to immediately see the profile data as the
system passes through your process.

The power for the Q18 is provided from
a built-in rechargeable NiMH battery
that is monitored and recharged by
internal battery conditioning circuits
ensuring the Q18 is always ready for use.

Q18 has the power and flexibility to
profile all of the thermal processes found in
the electronics assembly industry and forms the
heart of the Datapaq profiling system.

•  Optimise product quality
•  Increase yields and minimise 

the need for rework
•  Save energy                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
•  Expedite process set up

THERMAL BARRIERS 
providing thermal and mechanical

protection for the data logger

Image courtesy of 'The Soundcraft Studer Group, Manufacturing Headquarters, Potters Bar, UK'

INSIGHT ANALYSIS
SOFTWARE 

see what’s happening during 
your process

THE      DATA LOGGER RANGE 
the heart of the profiling system


